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The possibilities of Tasting Glasses are
limited only by the imagination.  From
individual soup shooters and shrimp
cocktails to sorbet and mousse, the versatile
2-ounce Tasting Glasses are a must have
for ‘small plate’ service.

For a wealth of tabletop presentations mix and match
Petites™ with other WNA products.  Coordinating
products include square, rectangle, and triangle
CaterLine® trays, Milän™ plates, Cometware™ tumblers
and stemware, and Reflections™ single-use silverware.

2 oz. TASTING GLASSES
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4.2” Tasting Forks
Tasting Forks that are practical, yet attractive.  The size is well-suited
for use as a utensil with gourmet tid-bits, a skewer for finger foods,
or a seafood pick.  The scalloped handle adds a simple touch of
sophistication and creates an elegant alternative to everyday picks
and skewers.

2.5” Square Dishes
Mini-Square Dishes have style and versatile application. Individually,
the dishes can be used for ‘small plate’ cuisine from appetizers to
desserts.  Grouped on a square Milän™ plate, a full meal palette can
be created.  Added to plates and serving trays, they serve as elegant
condiment dishes to frame culinary creations.

5” Asian Spoons
Asian Spoons serve as inspired handled dishes with dramatic lines.
Ideal for individual portions or as a unique accompaniment for
larger plates.  It adds a hint of exotic flair when filled with chutney,
salsa or other condiments along side an entrée.

4.2” Tasting Spoons
Tasting Spoons sized for smaller portions of mousse, soup, fruit
salad, and much more!  Also useful at a condiment station for
service of sauces, chutneys, salsas, and dips.

Petites™, a line of small disposable serving products, is the ideal solution for presenting

‘small plates’, a leading trend in the catering and foodservice industry. These versatile

pieces are an elegant enhancement for creative displays of tasting menus, appetizers,

tapas, meze, and condiments, and at serving stations and dessert bars.

4.2” TASTING FORKS

2.5” SQUARE DISHES

4.2” TASTING SPOONS

Capitalize on hot trends without the hassles of renting or owning.  Single use

products are ideal for offering new and diverse menus as they provide all the

performance and appeal of permanent products without the long-term investment,

accidental disposal, breakage, clean-up, and transport.

5” ASIAN SPOONS


